
Foulshaw Crag(Rowantree Over the Stream) 
 

Unknown Stones 

Foulshaw Crag (Rowantree 
Over the Stream) 

 
Climbs - 8 
Altitude 300m 
Faces  South and East 
 
Other condition info:  
The crag is generally poor vegetated and dirty however there are three good east 
and south facing boulders at its southern end. 
 
Parking and approach info:  
As for Rowantree Tor, the crag lies 200m west of the tor over Fosse Gill.  From the 
tor continue west down a small path and cross Fosse Gill where there is no wall then 
up the opposite side of the valley. The boulders are all located at the left side of the 
crag. 
 
Boulders 
 

 
 
East facing section of right hand 
boulder offers several easier lines 
at F2 – F3 including both aretes 
and direct to the crack. 
 

 

 
 
 
To the left the boulders face 
south, are generally clean and 
offer good problems. 
 
1. Foulshaw Shuffle F4+* SDS 
From big pocket gain break over 
the overhang, traverse R around 
the arête and climb the wall or 
right side of the arete without 
touching the big boulder behind. 

2. Foulshaw Wall F5+ SDS Same 
start as 1 then span direct to next 
break and trend L to a rounded 
finish. 

3. Sweet Earth F6a+** SDS Climb 
the arete on its left side to a 
rounded finish, sustained. 
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4. Benny Bulge F3+ Short mantle 
problem up the bulge. Would be 
greatly improved with a SDS. 

5. Benny Crack F4 SDS From big 
low holds follow the vegetated 
crack R and finish up arête on R. 

6. Benny Bent F5* SDS Start as 5 
and from half way along the 
crack reach up to the nose and 
slap L to the big pocket and a 
rounded finish. 

A direct finish to BB mantling the 
nose direct would be interesting. 

7. Benny Goes Strait F6a* SDS 
From the start to 5 undercling the 
flake and rock L onto the nose 
then gain the big pocket direct 
and finish as 6. 
 
Below the upper group is a lone 
slabby boulder with one problem 
and the possibility of a couple of 
harder lines. 
 

 
 
8. Smear and Rock F5 From the 
centre of the scoop by the cave 
rock R onto the slab and follow 
this diagonally R to the apex 
without touching the top of the 
slab. 

The sandy slab to the R is F1 - F2 
and climbable anywhere. 
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